
L A N E W AY

3 x parking

S T R E E TCommon House
LHA Platinum

- extension +
1 room of house

Dwelling 3 (1 br)

LHA Platinum

- backyard dwelling

Dwelling 2 (1 br)
LHA Gold

- share of exist. house

Dwelling 1 (1 br)
LHA Gold

- share of exist. house

- kitchen extension

18.29m

Common Garden

- shed, clothesline, bins

50.29m

S I D E  S T R E E T

S T R E E T

Dwelling 2 (1 br)

LHA Gold

- extension of exist. house
Dwelling 3 (1 br)

LHA Gold

- street-facing

‘backyard’ dwelling

Dwelling 1 (2 br)

LHA Gold

- adapted exist. house

Common Garden
with deck

4 x sheds

2 x parking >

< 1 x parking

41.00m 16.46m

2 x parking

S T R E E T

option A:
Dwelling 2 (3br)

LHA Gold
- two storey

backyard dwelling

option B:
Dwelling 2 (1br)

LHA Gold on lower level

Dwelling 3 (1br) or Office

on upper level

Dwelling 1 (2br)
LHA Gold

- adapted exist. house

Common Garden

- shed, clothesline, bins

15.20m 34.89m

L A N E W AY

S T R E E T
Common Laundry

LHA Gold

- extension of exist. house

Dwelling 2 (1 br)

LHA Gold

- extension of exist. house

Dwelling 1 (2 br)

LHA Gold

- adapted exist. house

Common Garden

- deck, shed,

clothesline, bins

(or 1 x car park,

if mandated)

28.83m

11.28m

Why ‘Blue’fields? Associated with calmness, stability and tradition, blue represents the 
perceived immutability of established suburbs, while ‘blue chip’ acknowledges the 
values – both financial and emotional – in play.

The Bluefields approach, underpinned by conceptually rigorous and multi-layered 
design research investigations, sees single allotments in older suburbs sensitively 
densified by using the tropes of suburban alterations and additions – the mainstay 
of practice for so many architects and a vital contributor to Australia’s construction 
industry. Rather than reading a site as divisible into pre-determined minimum 
allotments, a Bluefields approach treats the existing housing, new additions and 
private open space holistically, offering opportunities for ageing-in-place, working 
from home, build-to-rent, multi-generational and cooperative living in established 
suburbs where housing diversity is elusive, yet so desperately needed.

AA Prize for Unbuilt Work 2021

Cities across Australia, despite their urban and demographic differences, face a 
common housing question: how do we introduce the density and diversity increases 
required of our changing population, whilst maintaining the scale, landscape and 
character of the suburbs we seek to protect? The challenge is universal for State and 
Local Governments across the country.

This entry in the AA Prize for Unbuilt Work 2021 presents one example from a body of 
unbuilt design research projects that collectively challenge Australia’s existing minor 
infill policy as it relates to ‘character’ suburbs. Significantly, this entry describes – for 
the first time – a new definition of infill: Bluefield Housing.

Existing urban housing policy in Australia largely falls into three distinct categories:

 – Greenfield Housing, where undeveloped land (most often on a city’s fringes) is 
developed for housing for the first time, extending suburbia;

 – Brownfield Housing, where redundant non-residential land is converted to 
residential use, often at a medium- to high-density scale; and

 – Greyfield Housing, coined by Peter Newton in 2010 to describe the middle 
suburbs, where ageing housing stock is demolished and replaced with new 
medium-density housing on subdivided or consolidated allotments.

Each of these models, along with transit corridor apartment development, suggest 
that density increases can be achieved without negatively affecting the more 
established and character-laden parts of a city. Yet these protected ‘no-go’ suburbs 
nonetheless continue to face character and amenity pressures externally, due to 
their adjacency to the ‘go-go’ zones, and from within, due to a constant erosion of 
character via small scale Knock-Down-Rebuild (KDR) infill.

Bluefield Housing distinguishes itself in three ways:

1. It acknowledges that older suburbs change regardless of policy – as existing 
properties are continually adapted in ways that their original owners could never 
have imagined – and it leverages this by increasing density and diversity in the 
likeness of these alterations.

2. It eschews the subordination of the Accessory Dwelling Unit model, creating 
instead a flat hierarchy of dwellings across the allotment.

3. It is a design-led and whole-of-site approach from which future housing policy 
can be written. Rather than determining infill opportunities metrically through 
identifying minimum site areas, the Bluefields model ignores allotment size, instead 
empowering the proponent to demonstrate appropriateness and fit based on 
resident need, contextual fit and design responsiveness.

SMALL SITE, 325m2

a 2-for-1 increase from 31 to 62 dw/ha
scenario: a recently divorced 50+ person and 
their elderly parents create multi-generational 
living from the original family home

FOUR BLUEFIELD HOUSING 
STUDIES FOR SINGLE ALLOTMENTS, 
DESIGNED TO THE LIVABLE 
HOUSING AUSTRALIA GOLD OR 
PLATINUM MOBILITY LEVELS: 
increasing diversity,
retaining character,
encouraging landscape

MEDIUM SITE, 530m2

a 2- or 3-for-1 increase from 
19 to 38 or 57 dw/ha
scenario: a family eyeing semi-retirement 
builds a backyard dwelling to provide semi-
independence for their young adult child with 
special needs and a work-from-home space; a 
fire-separated stair with internal and external 
doors allows for flexible use over time

LARGE SITE, 675m2 
(as illustrated right and over)
a 3-for-1 increase from 15 to 45 dw/ha
scenario: a Community Housing Provider 
expands its portfolio mix by creating a small-
scale affordable rental community for older 
residents

EXTRA LARGE SITE, 920m2

a 3-for-1 increase from 11 to 33 dw/ha
scenario: three friends, couples or singles, self-
develop one property into three dwellings plus 
a common house

1
(existing)

16.46m
41.00m

45
dw/ha

Large
675m2

Greenfields Brownfields Greyfields Bluefields

2
(new)

common
garden

3
(new)

Bluefield Housing
a new definition of infill for Australia’s suburbs
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0 10m5

2 x parking
(DW 2 and 3)

1 x parking
(DW 1)

bins

bins

bins

DW 3
shed

DW 2
shed

DW 1
shed

garden
shed

DW 3
drying

DW 2
drying

DW 1
drying

Dwelling 1
95m2, 2 bedrooms

LHA Gold

Dwelling 2
68m2, 1 bedroom

LHA Gold

Dwelling 3
67m2, 1 bedroom

LHA Gold
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16.46m

41.00m

15 dw
 per ha

BAU
extended

house

34%
site cover

45 dw
 per ha

blue
approach

35%
site cover

3 cars
for 4 br

BUSINESS AS USUAL:
existing house, extended over time

BLUEFIELDS MODEL:
similar size, greater diversity

Bluefield Housing retains older housing stock and reinforces scale while increasing density

in lieu of a garage for cars, an extra house for people gives greater life to the street

a flat housing hierarchy and strong connections can facilitate community within an allotment

large shared gardens increase amenity and the opportunity for companionship, including with pets

WHOLE-OF-SITE DESIGN, with deep soil 
zones and high-quality shared landscape

Bluefield Housing
a worked example for a 675m2 corner site


